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how tax policies impact
Pennsylvania’s overall business
competitiveness. We applaud the
General Assembly for taking this
important first step in achieving
real and meaningful
corporate/business tax reform.
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COMPETITIVENESS & BENCHMARKING
In the recently released 2021 State Business Tax Climate Index, published

PENNSYLVANIA

by the Tax Foundation, Pennsylvania ranked just behind the national
average of overall rankings at 27th. Alarmingly, however, PA recieved the
ranking of 43rd in regards to corporate taxes causes concerns.
Tax changes at the federal level, mainly due to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
of 2017, make it the smart business decision for American corporations to
repatriate their overseas operations and invest in American headquarters
and operations. However, in Pennsylvania, with the highest flat-rate
Corporate Net Income Tax of 9.99%, that investment is often directed to
our competitor states. Business investment peaked in quarter two of 2019,
and given the ongoing pandemic and the uncertainty of business taxes at
the federal level, some repatriation has tapered. States do continue to
compete for the investment that is occurring, and thus, tax reform at the
state level is as important as it's ever been.
Gone are the days where being just slightly more competitive than New
York, New Jersey, or other Northeast/Mid-Atlantic states were acceptable.
Pennsylvania is competing for corporate investment with high-performing
states such as Texas, Florida, North Carolina, Indiana, and Utah.
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COMPETITIVENESS & BENCHMARKING
continued...

The annual publication by the American Legislative Exchange Council, Rich States Poor States,"
provides regular and consistent benchmarking between states competing for business investment.
Now in its 14th edition, this study looks both at current competitiveness as well as an outlook for future
economic performance based on growth and migration patterns.
Pennsylvania's rankings have stagnated in the high-30s and low-40s, respectively, for the last decade.
Our commonwealth does rank well in the areas of sales tax, progressive income tax, and public
employees per population. However, Pennsylvania is at the bottom of the 50 states in areas such as
corporate tax rates, estate/inheritance taxes, and worker compensation costs.

Unsurprisingly, many of the high-performing
states in the economic outlook rankings also
rank highly on economic performance as they
see in-migration and overall GDP growth. This
is identified in the Rich States, Poor States
graphic above, but is also solidified by the
Atlas

Van

Lines

2020

Migration

Patterns,

showing that Pennsylvania has had outward
migration, every year, in the past decade.
Compare this to the high-performing states
identified on page 2, and the same study
shows in-migration in all of these states.
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BUSINESS TAX COLLECTION
BUSINESS TAX COLLECTION

In a 2021 study by the Tax Foundation titled Location Matters 2021: The State Tax Costs of Doing
Business, it was found that Pennsylvania ranked highly in the average actual state/local tax burden in
some industries, but ranked far behind the curse in others. Most disappointing was the ranking of
47th for both new and mature corporate headquarters. The study summarized:

"Both the new and mature corporate headquarters, however, experience the
highest income tax burdens in the nation for firms of their type, due to the
state’s high 9.99 percent tax on all corporate income. The effective income
tax rate on the mature corporate headquarters is nearly three times the
national median. The corporate headquarters and technology operations
are also subject to locally-imposed gross receipts taxes, called business
privilege and mercantile taxes."

The study did conclude that Pennsylvania's tax treatment of manufacturing facilities and existing
technology centers and research and development firms was far better than the national average.
However, one of the main reasons for this could be construed as layers of tax compliance complexity
and it's been our experience that this can vary greatly from firm to firm.
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TAX POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
SUPPORT THE PRIORITIES OF COMPETE PA
Lower the Corporate Net Income tax (CNI) rate from the highest flat rate in the
nation. We strongly believe that a reduction of this highly uncompetitive rate will
result in greatly enhanced economic growth, which will generate an increase in
state tax revenue.
The cap on the usage of Net Operating Losses (NOLs) should be fully lifted.
Pennsylvania is one of only a few states that caps the amount of NOLs a company
can offset against its current corporate net income. Additionally, the coalition
supports removing the time limitation a business may carry forward a net
operating loss.

Oppose Mandatory Unitary Combined Reporting (MUCR), as the policy will make
Pennsylvania less competitive and have a broad range of negative consequences
on the commonwealth’s economic climate. MUCR has proven to be litigious in
other states and creates much uncertainty for businesses.

SUPPORT THE "SMALL BUSINESS TAX PACKAGE"
“Like-kind exchanges” – conforms PA state law to federal law by allowing
recognition of tax-deferred “like-kind” exchanges
“Net Operating Loss”– provides for the recognition of net operating loss
(“NOL”) carryovers for small business sources of income
“179 expense deduction”– provides for the recognition to deduct the full price
of qualifying equipment purchased during the tax year

OTHER PRIORITIES
Oppose new, additional taxes on business inputs, such as on energy or other
essential inputs and commodities, that results in tax pyramiding.
Examples: Severance taxes, carbon taxes, excise taxes, gross reciepts

Support the Taxpayer Protection Act to control state government spending and
ensure that government does not grow at a rate higher than the private sector.
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